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Abstract ~ In this paper we present an automatic system to 
analyse cells' nucleus in a given biopsy of mammary tissue 
which is cancerous. Identitic:* tion and character-iza tion of' cells' 
nucleus providcs enor;gh infomiation to diagnose a high or low 
grade cancer. 'This is a high intei-est differentiation for the 
pathologist to apply the ccNrrert bhernpy. Perfo~~ning these 
measures by human observation is a bard, imprecise and 
subjective task Tlie algorithm we present processes the inlaze 
in order to idcntify cells' nucleus over the rest of fhc tissue. 
Images are eriiianccd and s c p e n t e d  using morphological 
transformations. An ultimate crosion is used in two steps to 
~ p a r - ~ t e  cells' nucleus in contact. It is based in a comhination of 
symmetrical ultimate erosion with directional ultimate erosion. 

In this work we present an automatic system to analyse 
niamrnaiy cancer images. J I1 gh resolution optical microscopy 
provides thc images from a transversal hiopsy of mammary 
tissue. There are two principal groups of pathology: high 
damage lcvel and low damage level. But there are biopsies 
which have some features (2f each goup and deciding the 
g-oup to which they belon;; I S  not trivial. Thc aim of the 
analysis is to supply parameters for a further fuzzy 
classification. 

Nowadays the classificzltion is done through human 
observation. When sometme analyses a biopsy, his 
'conclusions are based on a general perception of the image 
and are affected by sevex-a1 factors like experience, fatigue 
and even subjective feelings. Thus the percentage of  
'agreement among qualified personnel is not always 
satisfying. An objective and more accurate method has 
kcome necessary. Image analysis is able to calculate 
measures, such as irregularity form factor or grey level 
.vari.arice in each cell, that 2 'pcrson would not be able to 
calculate. We propose thcse measures to be used as objcctive 
parameters to achieve an efficient classificatioii. On the other 
hand, an automatic system relies human from the tediom 
work of studying each biopq , 

The goal of the analysis presented here is to identify each 
cell and aftenvards measure its shape, size and grey level 
features. The evaluation of tnis  features for each cell makes 
I t  possible to elaborate an stzitistic of thc whole image. These 
data will make a further automatic classification possible. 

'The object of the processing is to isolate each cell. There 
i ~ e  several clusters of cells' nucleus in contact 01- even 
overlapping each other. We use mathematicdl morpfiology 
transformations [ 1 ] [ 21 [ 3 ]  to clessi6- biopsy scenes according 
to cells' nucleus shape. size and grey level features. 

The analysis is organized into four steps: image 
tmhanccment, sepciitation, features extractlon and f u z v  

ification. In this paper, we present only the first two 
points We divide the segxmntation proccss in three steps: 

simpli ficztion, markers extraction and decision. 
Simplification is treated in section 3. The marker 

extraction step is described in section 4 and decision is 
introduced in section 5. Finally, conclusions are dr,auril in 
section 6 

Unfortunately, the image is of rather poor quality due to 
tlie nature of the biopsy. The imperfections in the acquisition 
method are difliculties added to the noise implicit in 
biomedical images. We divide the image in three 
compormts: noise, background and foreground. 

We consider noise every crror source due to the image 
digitalization, as well as imperfections in the biopsy mch as 
bubbles of air between the tissue and the glass in which it is 
put. We identify these bubbles as small circulu or elliptical 
dots of hi& grey level. Segregations are also noise that 
introduce oscilations in the grey level in the space between 
the cells' nucleus. There "n also be empty spaces whitin the 
image. Bubbles and segregations have no interest in the 
analysis, therefore they a x  treated as noise and have: to be 
removsed to achieve the isolation of cells' nucleus. 

There is one more difEculty in these images; it is necessary 
to dye the biopsy in order to visualize the cells' nucleus. The 
dye vanes &om one image to another; what's more, it varies 
depending on the region ofthe image. Thus it makes no sense 
to work with absolut grey level criteiia. 

Cells' nucleus generally have a circular or elliptical form, 
but since we treat with anomalous cells' nucleus they can 
present. irregular forms. Tlie form is a parameter that will help 
us to classify the biopsy 'The size and the degree of va.riation 
in the grey levcl are also of Feat interest. Tissues that belong 
to the lowly damaged group have cells' nucleus of similar 
sizes, uniform grey level and circular or slightly elliptical 
form. On the other side the ones conceming to the highly 
damaged group have cells' nucleus of different sizes, some of 
which arc bigger than the normal ones, have a wide range of 
grey levels and may present irregular forms. DensiQ oi'cells' 
nucleus varies not only between different images but also in 
the same image; there can be isolated cells' nucleus as well as 
cells' nucleus in contact or overlapping ones. It is necessary 
to find the number of cclls' nucleus in these clusters and 
evaluate its form, size and grey level independently. The 
density of cells' nucleus in the image is also a discnrninant 
parameter. 

Pictures In the ongLna1 form are not suitable for image 
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analysis. It is necessary to clean the image in order to remove 
noise components and smooth the wide range of grey levels 
not only in the background but also inside the cells' nucleus. 
First of all we simplify the image using an alternate 
sequcncial filter (ASF). All ASF [2][3] are based on the 
composition of two primitive families. We have applied a 
succcssion of opening and closing both with reconstruction. 
Thc applied filter is. 

where I is the original image and 

M , ' ' ~ ( x )  . open,nC(cfoselr 'c(X))  

open,"'(X) . d d - ( e r o ( X , t ) , X )  (2) 
~ I o s e , ~ ' ~ ( X )  . e r o ' ( d i l ( X , i ) , X )  

ivith cro(X,i), dil(X,i) being the erosion and dilation of X 
n.itli an stiucturinf elzineni size i respectively. and dil-(YX), 
cr-om(Y:X) being the dilation and einsion of Y by 
rcconstnictinn of X For morc infomintion about these 
moi-phological operators refer to [l]. 

'l'he reconstruction [a]  is necessary in order to keep the 
coiitours. The first iteration starts with an unitary size 
sti-uctm-ing element The structuring element size increases 
cveq iteration. We stop the process when the structuring 
elcment size is that of the smallest cell we want to preserve. 
Thc result is an image where the noise has been reduced and 
the cell's inside has been equaIized 

The target is now to equalize the background. A 
moiphological TopHat transfoimacion [ 11 is used to 
eliminatc the nonuniform background. Substracting the 
opening from the original image leaves thc desired cells' 
nucleus and some residues of low grey level and small size. 
These artefacts are eliminated applying an opening of size 
three. The global operation is. 

and open,,(X) is the morphological opening of image X with 
structuring element size 10. 

'l'hc only parameter in the TopHat transformation is the 
size of the structuring element for the opening. It con-esponds 
to the s i x  of the largest cell. However, experimental results 
haw shown that this parameter is not critical at all, excellent 
results are obtained even xvhen we use an stiuctunng element 
twice the size of the largest cell. 

I B. SMPLIPICATION RESULT A.  CELL IN VARYRIG I BACKGROUND 

Pig 1 7D representation of an image line and i t s  
siinplification result. 

U Focris and .celecrion of regions 

Thc useful scene is not the entire image plane Firstly, 
thei-c are diffci-cnt focus planzs in the biopsy image, they lead 
to a n  image in uhich thcrc are many unfocused cells' nucleus 

These cells' nucleus are useless in our analysis because their 
form and grey level arc not perfectly determined. We identify 
the unfocused cells' nucleus as those which present a weak 
and discontinuous contour in the morphological gradient 
image (Fig. 2). We eliminate these cells' nucleus and preserve 
the strong and closed contours. Then we enhance the regions 
enclosed by the remaining contours. 

We threshold the gradient image in order to eliminate the 
weak contours. The threshold level is not critic at all. We fix 
this threshold experimentally observing several images. We 
obtain a binarl; image in which contours are black and the 
background is white The binarized image presents the 
contours of the focused cells' nucleus as closed contours. On 
the other hand, contours belonging to unfocused cells' 
nucleus present discontinuities. In order to eliminate all 
discontinuous contours we look for all the white pixels 
connected with those in contact with the image fiaiiie We 
expand the image frame pixels in a region growing \Yay [4] 
A11 pixels in this region are turned into black. The resulting 
image piesents the interior of the focused cells' nucleus in a 
white colour over a black background. The result is a binaiy- 
image with black backsound and white spots identifying the 
focused cells' nucleus regions. 

Secondly, there are several cells' nucleus in contact with 
the image fi-ame; these cells' nucleus can not be considered in 
the analysis due to its incomplete form and size. All objects 
touching the image frame are removed in order to avoid the 
analysis of incomplete cells' nucleus. We can see the 
resulting image in Fig. 3 which has been inverted to improve 
printing quality 

Fig. 2. Morphological gradient Fig. 3 Focus and selection of 
image. regions result image 

We reach a first approach to the location of the cell< 
nucleus but their form has been altered by the process 
Moieover, without any M e r  treatment it is not possible io 
distinguich hchveen several overlapped cells' nucleus 

Iv. MARKERS EXTRACTION 

The aim of this process is to identify homogeneous 
regions and assign a marker to each one of them Markers 
e\i%action is not conccmed with contours location, which will 
be next section's goal. A inarker IS just a binary signal 
indicating the presence of an homogeneous area [ l ]  

In grey images, frontiers correspond to significant changes 
in grey between two adjacent regions These are detected by 
the @-adient image, which is itself a grey tone function If the 
oiiginal image is seen as a topological surface, then eveiy- 
object bccomcs a regional minimum in the gradient image 
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This minimum is called a 'catchment basin', and it is 
suii-oiinded by a so called 'chain of mountains'. It seems 
natural to consider thc crest line of this mountains chain as 
the boundary and it is called 'dividing line'. Unfortunately, a 
pi-otilem subsists whcn applyiing this idea to real images. A 
ccll has not a perfect constml. grey value and thus will not 
imply one regional minimum but many of them, each one 
being surrounded by a m a l l  chain of mountains, 'The 
watershed algorithm [SI will detect all of them and will result 
i n  a severe oversegmentatioii. 'The solution to this problem is 
to sclect an smaller number of valid catchment basins. This 
means that we have to achieve only one (:atcimJeilt :iasin per 
cell; it is one connected arc3 per ccll. We call lliis ai-ea a cell 
niarkcr I t  1:: also necessary :o defme a marker to idciitify The 
bzckgrourd The determination of the cells' nucleus markers 
hiin:; a rougli approach to d l : j '  nu!:leus' location. 11 is indecd 
the intelligent part of thc system The next step is developed 
?>>- thc watei-shcd algoi-itl~m u.hich takes the marker and the 
gi-adiciit iiifcxiiiation to sc,gri:ent the image following a 

.1. CeI1.s' iiricleeis n2ar.h-ers. Ilhisioii qfjoined cells' riuc1eu.t 

In this section xvc attempt to find a procedure to isolatc onc 
maiker for each cell. It is iot possible to isolate the cells' 
Iiucleus fi-om thc backgrour d with a simple thresholding It 
voiild be a hard task to dccitle the threshaid level. And would 
hc ncai-ly impossible to avoid the p b l e m  of multiplc 
markers per region 

The image obtained in scction 111 marks the focused cells' 
nucleus q i o i i s  but does no. solvc the pr-oblem with clustcr:i 
of cells' nucleus thet need to be divided. In order to solve this 
problem we apply an ultini.itc erosion j1][21 which will 
achicvc a single marker for each isolated ccll. Let us call this 
icsult E image. IHowever, not all clusters arc divided 
correctly-; sonic of them stil! I-c:nain with a single rnark. 

Consequently, w c  wil! no1 ertiract all cclls' iiiicleus at once, 
bur start another phase in ~711jch we reconstruct every mark 
that can correspond to iiioie than one cell The proccss is 
sun:ed up in Fig. 4. 

' FOPUSCKLLS 
~ YAPYEPIMAGL I 

Once wc have these kind of markers reconstructed, they 
enter a process of ultimate directional erosion. R.egions 
marked correctly presenit a single, small and circu.lar mark, 
while the wrongly marked regions present a big non circular 
mark. Wc isolate this erroneous regions using a directional 
opening [2]. This is done by genereting a bank of ~ L L T  

opening filters with a di ffercnt oriented structuring element 
each: one per direction i:-1 the digital grid. These regions arc 
reconstructed taking the E image as the reference. 'The 
reconstruction is substracted from thbc E image obtaining an 
image only with the markers properly found in the firs! 
ultima'k erosion. Afterwards the reconstructed regions arc 
reprocessed with an ultimate directional erosion that achieixs 
the separation of the clusters 

We usc the informatii.)n of the reconstruction prolxss to 
know the cluster's orien :ation. It determines the directional 
structuring element we will use in the second ultimale 
erosion. We use a longitudinal structuring element iii the 
direction ortogonal to the direction of the structuring eleineiit 
coii-esponding to the f:lter that has detected the ni-ong 
inarker. We add these new markers to the ones wich were 
properly found in the first ultimate erosion; the result IS the 
cell imrkcr. 

We eutract the background marker from the image 
resulting of the focusing and selection of regions. This, image 
has tlic cells' nucleus regions marked but does not identifj the 
different cells' nucleus in a cluster. Neverthelcss it is ver)! 
useful to extxact the backgrouud marker. It i s  necessary to 
a c ~ i i c \ ~  a single marker that represents all the background. 
We calculate h e  inffuencc zonc.i of each cell region and cake 
the dividing line between zones as the background marker. 
The influence zone of a cell is defined as the set of pixels 
that are closer to that cell than to any other 111. It is important 
to define the expansion of the zones with four connectivity in 
order to achieve an e:ight connected dividing lint.. The 
resulting dividing linc is a single connected marker that 
identifies all the regions hetweeii cells' nucleus. 

C. Gn) icpiiig m ar.ker:r 

The aim of the groupitig markers process is to join ail the 
infoimation about homogenics rcgions. We add tlie cell 
markers to the background markcr. It is important that CO 

marker ovcrlaps any other; they can not even touch each 
other. Should it happcn tile algorithm would take the nnarkcrs 
in contact as a single one and the resulting image would s h m  
a subsegmentation. On llie other hand it is also necess.q that 
iio markikcr contacts the ~x)ntour d the cells' nucleus being 
analysed. If a marker touched-a contour its expansion wouid 
incur in a wrong definition of the cell's fronteirs. 

In order to attain the ultimate goal of locating arid 
classif)ing cvcq particle, it is neces.sap to identify each celi 
independently arid de& ie its contorn accuratcly 'This is 
achieycd by  applying tlic; illgoinhim oi' M atai-slid l5.l to the 
gradient irnagc stai-hiig the flooding b;, the marked izgions 
'lhc application ofthe \V;itei~:jhcd alporilhm is the mechanical 



part of the system; however, the results depend on the images 
as the inputs, Due to &e noisy nature of the images, 

the determination of markers is fundamental to defme the 
homotopy of the resulting image and'then avoid an 
oversegmentation. Even using markers, if we apply the 
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algoritkm over the original image the result shows an 
enonious reconstruction of the cells' nucleus morphology If 
i t  is applied over the simplified image, the reconstruction 
improves, but not enough. A satisfactory segmentation is 
achieved working with the morphological gradient image. 
The gradient enhance the fronteirs delimiting the expansion 
of the markers more accurately. We calculate the gradient 
over the simplified image resulting from the extraction of the 
background (Section I11 A) If we calculate the gradient over 
the original image the great noise component leads to a rough 
contour On the othcr hand, if we calculate the gradient over 
an excessively simplified image, the resulting contour will 
not follow the coil-ect form 

The decision step leads to an image where each cell is 
identified as an isolated element, the algorithm assigns a 
diffcrent unifoim grey level to each cell and deiines a single 
pixel \vidth contour coiT-esponding to the lines dividing 
regions. 

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Morphologic operators have proved to be very efficient for 
simplifying and segmenting. The proposed treatment proves 
to be efficient removing irrelevant components in the image 
and enhancing the interesting regions. It eliminates noise and 
background but does not alter or remove any cells' nucleus. 
Fig. ' 5  shows a biopsy image before processing; Fig. 6 
presents the image resulting from the simplification step; Fig. 
7 draws the segmented image and Fig. 8 corresponds to the 
edges extracted from the segmented image. 

We have presented an algorithm to separate groups of cells' 
nucleus in contact. This algorithm is useful not only in 
clusters of cells' nucleus but also in any other application in 
which separation of any kind of particle is required. 

The resulting image after the decision is formed by each 
cell over a uniform background. Each cell has an uniform 
grey level different from the level in the rest of cells' nucleus. 
Thus, identification of each cell separately is easily achieved. 
This makes it possible to measure cells' nucleus 
characteristic parameters such as area, perimeter, variation in 
grey level or irregularity of the form factor. All this 
parameters will make it possible to acheve a systematic 
classification based on objective factors. 
The method gives an objective and systematic analysis that 

makes it possible to achieve the necessary parameters for a 
f u z y  classification. 
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Fig. 5. Original image 

Fig. 6. Simplified image 

Fig. 7. Segmented image 
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Fig. 8. Contour image. 
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